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Mary Brennan Clapp

Is writing a happy activity? What is happiness?
The dictionary gives half a column of words that anyone may
read and still not know what happiness means. You cannot
define it for me, nor I for you. One makes it or misses it*
In what profession are men happy? The doctor eats
when he can; his modern sleeve of care is often raveled to
the armhole; variables and unknowns threaten his simplest
operation. The researcher in the fine frenzy of youth dedi
cates his life to his field, finds that one life is not
enough, but bravely carries on to deposit by infinitesimal
bits a paper-thin stratum of tested truth. The teacher,
clergyman, lawyer, soldier, sailor, who of them, in the
narrow sense of the word, is happy? On the sea, in the wild
erness, in the city, among false brethren, by their country
men, they are in peril and temptation as certain and un
predictable as in Corinthia. .
One writer I know describes writing entirely in
terms of unhappiness. He says,"I postpone writing until the
unhappiness of not writing is greater than the unhappiness
of writing." Though many in llab undoubtedly would subscribe
to this statement, it is not wholly satisfactory. Like any
consummated effort to grasp reality, Platonic or other,
writing is peace---for a few hours after it is finished.
Writing satisfies---when it finds prosperity in the eye of
the reader. Sometimes it is fun. Sometimes it is favored
by fortune. Sometimes it is happy, but--Writing is agony. It is the agony of thinking.
Never believe you think until you suffer. Never believe you
have suffered until you have borne the pain through to the
blessed relief of logical conelusion, the pain of relinquish
ing what you held true before you thought, the whole-hearted
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abandonment of the first vision, and the equally whole
hearted adoption of the finally revealed actuality*
Then write. How simple it sounds---write. Choose
words’
. Like "Choose a dress." Choose a dress that will make
you look neither too pale nor too ruddy, neither too fat nor
too thin, that will make you want to know the person it shows
you in the mirror.
Choose words. Consult a thesaurus. Buy a book of
synonyms. Borrow the Oxford English Dictionary. Finally make
your own word. If you are lucky, no one will tell you there
is no such word. Time and Fortune will begin to use it. It
may find its way into "Patter." The Collegiate Dictionary
will print it in the seventh or eighth edition. Some day a
philologist at your university will tell his class that this
word is a coined word, origin unknown, and you, who are to
speak that day at Convocation, will have no time as a visitor
in his class to tell him that you coined that word, because
the period will be shortened.
Choose words. Spell them rightI There are no pills
for spelling, to be given one a day to the A ’s, two to the B ’s,
three to the gentlemen C ’s, and as needed for pain to the
rest. But there are rules for spelling. They are in the
dictionary. They are in most English handbooks. They ought
to be in our Student Handbook. The Kaimin ought to run one a
day and repeat ad intellegentiam. Dance orchestras ought to
fit them to melody and swing them, swing them till your ears
ring with them. Spelling matters.
Write your doctor a note that you have lost your
apatite. He may know what you mean, but he may be in a
facetious mood and send *you to a mineralogist«. Begin your
letter to "That not impossible she" who commands your heart
and you,---begin it My DeerI Gentlemen too have been called
deer. Witness the affectionate "Come rest in this bosom, my
own stricken deer." But oh, the antlers!
What is a homonym? It is a dangerous thing. It
matters whether a bell is pealing or peeling, whether you
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locate the site or the sight of a gun;, whether, and this is
more difficult hut still homonymous, the tear is in your
dress or in your wheat.
My word, your word? No.. Our words. We, the
American, English-speaking people, whose ancestors came from
all the nations of the earth with words for us, we have de
cided, after due deliberation on usage, to speil~according
to certain rules. We preserve these rules in the dictionary
because the use of them will make it possible for us to com
municate with each other with a minimum of misunderstanding.
When we make new exceptions to the rules, we publish the fact
in the next edition of the dictionary. It is probable that
we shall always put the e_ before the i_ in neighbor because of
the derivation of near and nigh. Why waste time making our
own exceptions?
(See page 42 of the January Reader’s Digest
» for Turner’s spell.) Spelling does matter.
So does grammar. Grammar exposes the relations of
words to each other in the sentence. Why do you hate it?
Is it because you do not understand it? It is dangerous when
violated.
”Look out how you use proud words,” said Sandburg.'
All words are proud, especially so when their function in
the sentence is not recognized by the one who commands them.
The present perfect tense of the verb implications in nar
ration and exposition that the simple past does not have.
The present perfect refuses to tell a lie. Rather, it will
completely upset the logic of ideas in the sentences that
follow it. A pronoun takes revenge quickly. Jim told John
that he would be late. Revenge? How? By telling us two
stories at once without letting us know which is to be be
lieved but making clear that both cannot be believed at the
same time. Yes, grammar matters. It is collected data on
how words act.
But you know all this. It is in the books. If
you are going to write you will have to use it. Agony?
Oh, I don’t know. It is rather fun---like mountain climbing.
Between you and tte delectable mountain you have
picked for your goal there are three lower peaks, spelling
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grammar, diction, their trails strewn with punctuation.
There are rules for punctuation, fairly definite and
adequate. It is helpful to remember that most of our
punctuation marks were made not to indicate emotion but to
indicate the relation of the parts of the sentence to each
other. Incidentally they assist a variety of emotionsbecause they help interpret slant of idea by indication of
grammar, I should be filled with joy to learn that my
father, who lives in Spain, (if he does live there) will be
home next summer.
But I should be amazed and shocked to
read that my father who lives in Spain is coming, since I
resent being restricted to having more than one father.
The high peak, the goal, is writing.
I have al
ready said that you cannot write until you think and you
have not thought until you suffer. If you have not begun
to master the rules of spelling, grammar, and punctuation,
and the treacheries of diction, you have not suffered. You
have only been uncomfortable. You have only evaded, pro
crastinated, resented, stalled.
Begin. You must write to
pass llab. Nothing lovelier could happen to you at the end
of the requirement than t o find that you must write because
you want to. I hope that will happen.
I hope so because the world is upset, because the
great things we hold dear, the pursuit of happiness, liberty,
life, are to be in danger.
Individuals are already in
danger---the curly-haired lieutenant somewhere in Luzon, the
boy who got his wings last summer and flew to Pearl Harbor,
the tall pre-medic who some years ago said, "In four years
there will be a war. Doctors will be needed."
But what have writers to do with such happenings?
Our army and navy are saving our world.
But it is already
cracked. It has to be mended with ideas. Ideas cannot be
used universally until they have been expressed in words so
clear and powerful in their propriety that right and prudent
action is revealed b y them as clearly as the furniture in a
dark room when you turn on the light.
Ideas? Whence? Out
of your own human relations, out of newspapers, magazines,
radio. You are bombarded with ideas. Look, listen, think.
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Make something out of your suffering. Grow strong
and reasonable by it. I do not quite believe that the writer
writes because he needs to express himself. I am drawn
to believe rather that the great writer writes because he
sees the significance, the pathos and the possibilities, of
life, the nobility of the individual struggle however fruit
less it sometimes appears to be, and the grand goal of united
endeavor. He is in life. He is a part of all. His heart
rejoices or mourns with every heart. Not a sparrow falleth---.
He has the divine fire brighter than we have. But we all
have a spark.
So, then, start today. Get a notebook, a small
loose-leaf that will fit in your pocket or bag. Write
fifteen minutes a day, every day, including Sundays, any
where. Take from your talking time if you have to. Or
write an hour a day. DonTt wait for inspiration. Prob
ably there is no such thing. A kettle that boils over has
been heating for some time. Turn the power on now.
I hope you will have the experience some day of
knowing what you call inspiration. Exhalation would be a
better word. You will sit down at your typewriter. You
will forget to watch the clock. Your head will get hot
and your feet cold. Maybe your feet will go to sleep, but
they will seem like somebody else’s feet, and you may
vaguely wonder why they should bother you. Grab the finished
pages, sink into bed, and read the whole thing through without
interruption, hot from the machine. Lovely, clear, direct— just what you have tried for months to say.
Put it away then where it will be hard to get at* Do
all the important things you have neglected during your strange
illness. Weeks later root out the manuscript. Read it with a
hostile eye, as if it were enemy propaganda. Catch its
fallacies and dispose of them. Groan in humility over your
first unjustified exaltation. Then write another*
Here’s to you, writer-to-be. Many of the boys too
young to enlist for the first world war are still writing*
The girls too. They did not save us from this war, but they
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tried. Perhaps you can lead us to lasting peace . Show us
what life seems like to you, what you would like to make of
life, and how you would do it---in essays, stories, plays,
poems, epigrams, or even epitaphs. No person or country can
live alone any more. Help us find each other and work to
gether* You know a lot of things. Don’t dream. Put the
revelations of your own experience into words for the rest
of us* CommuniQate somehow. There’s the Kaimin for open
letters, the Sluice Box for your best.
Step out on the trail. Of course it is long, but
not too long. Of course you will stumble, but not over
every hummock.. There is your goal, the Delectable Mountain,
shining above Vanity Pog and Doubting Valley.

DREAM
I saw you clearly
In the radiance of starlightStanding alone, proud,
Wrapped in the sweet spring night,
Smiling toward the stars,(Iiappy stars, before you bright.)
You were close
And I put my doubtful hand
To touch the border of your shawlAnd my fingers found only sand!
I looked for the. guide lights
But clouds had flooded the upper land;
The wet wind chilled me wide awake
To loneliness----------------And that was all.

Mary Foot

7.

AKE NINE O'CLOCK NOV/
George H. Lusning

So it’s nine o'clock and that's morning not night.
Nine o'clock night time is a hell of a lot different than
nine o'clock day time except maybe Saturday and Sunday and
then it doesn’t make much never mind anyway because you can
always pitch a groan and go back to sleep. So it's nine
o'clock, say not Saturday or Sunday and not night but day.
Just nine o'clock and you’ve been’up and around
since late dawn which was say quarter to eight and you’ve
been driving hard all that time getting dressed and shaved
and maybe flipping a little light grub down your gullet.
Also though it's scarcely dark out, you’ve bucked the wind
for some several blocks and parked yourself quite uninterested
and uninterestingly in some seat in some class room and tried
to make yourself both comfortable and inconspicuous so as to
finish out your night's rest.
So it's nine o'clock and naturally you’re pretty
tired— it’s been a busy day so far and you're tired, and your
mind's fatigued from thinking and your body's tired from
driving since late dawn. So you need a little rest and since
it's nine o ’clock and you have nothing to do that's terribly
important in your rundown condition, you maybe decide to
combine a little body rest with a little body nourishment so
point your nose toward North Hall but turn in say at the
student store which is a good place to be in your rundown
condition and needing body rest and nourishment as you do.
Also everyone else is there and looking the crowd over, you
wonder how come all these people are in here at nine o'clock
and if all these people are in here at nine o'clock they must
not have a nine o'clock class and if they don’t have a nine
o'clock class and are out of bed and in here and looking
tired the way they do then they must have an eight o'clock.
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So being quite Utopian which makes you of necessity ■
ajphilosopher you philosophize at some short length on how
come all these people have eight o ’clock classes and no nine
o ’clock classes. It seems to you, you philosophize, that
everyone would be in sounder health and better trim if they
could sleep say mayb§ another hour and conserve all that
energy wasted in eight o ’clock classes etc. etc. etc.
Which in the rundown body condition and with
fatigue poison slowing down your mental tools considerably
is pretty good thinking for nine o ’clock in the morning.
Course you didn’t come here to philosophize so
you drag your body over to a stool and worm your way into
it and rest for a few minutes. Everybody’s tired at nine
o ’clock and the boys meandering behind the bar aren’t any
exception so you’ve wasted no time resting since there was
no one to wait on you any way. So you’re rested— rested
enough anyhow to light up a cigarette and just about the
time it’s finished you get a chance to order some coffee
which you do and which you get but you've finished your smoke
so have to light up another one because anyone who philoso
phizes even a little knows coffee without a cigarette is
just like a co-ed with fish net hose on— there's something
missing.
*
So you light up another cigarette and maybe notice
it’s your last one but that’s not important. And you also
observe that one of your professors being also in a rundown
state of health that early in the morning has parked his body
next to you and has ordered coffee and lit up a smoke. Since
there's no one on the other side of you and since he's a prof
of yours and since you don’t seem to be doing anything it
seems you should say good morning but you wait a bit not
wanting to appear cyclostomatic but you can’t wait for an
hour before saying good morning to someone sitting on your
left so you say hello and turn back to your coffee and he
says hello and turns back to his coffee but the silence is
weighing you down so you say its getting colder and he says
yes and fou turn back to your coffee.

1
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So you decide h e ’s quite a stupid fool and how come
he ever got through college if he couldn't toss the ox
around any better than that and he sure must have s soft life
if all he's got to do is sit in the student store and slop
coffee around in a cup.
Then just about the time you've forgotten he's
there he says the army seems to be taking quite a few boys
these days and you think seems to be, hell, it is, but you
don't say so but say instead yes which seems to be about the
only thing to say. Course you can't quite compliment your
self on such an obvious answer but at nine o'clock yes is a
lot better than just huh because that implies you're not
awake yet.
Because the professor is such, a poor conversational
ist you gulp your coffee, light up a smoke and say quite
casually but unconvincingly that you gotta go now so long and
squeeze out of the situation and very nonchalantly strike up
a conversation with some odds and ends in a booth which means
you will have to sit down which you do.
So you're down and you butt your smoke and say
who's buying the coffee and someone is a sucker so you have
a cup of coffee and a cigarette from an unguarded pack on
the table. Then you have quite an intelligent conversation
about what class ya' going to next ya' are I'll walk with you
let's go bowling this afternoon I can't— gotta work but I'll
see you tonight and we'll maybe have a few if you can loan me
a buck ok then I'll see you tonight get your coat let's go
it's almost ten o'clock so long I'll see you later thanks
for the coffee and goodby.

10 .

7 ATUI^DAY NIGHT CINDERELLA
James Kelly
Agnes gave her left stocking a final tug, checked
the straightness of its seam in the lounge mirror, and again
returned to the dance hall proper, a vast cavernous room with
the standard incidentals; A sign high on one wall, "NO ROUGH
OR INDECENT DANCING ALLOWED. LIQUOR PROHIBITED."; dingy ceil
ing decorations; an orchestra that plowed loudly through
stock orchestrations, always just a little out of tune; a
lunch counter in the end near the door; benches running the
full length of the room on two sides; dust-laden air, used
and heavy. It was called the Avalon, and catered to a
clientele composed mostly of elementary people— real people
who came early and had a hell of a good time,
A wild series of contortions by a couple on the
floor made Agnes pause momentarily, but her interest quickly
abated, and she made her way up the side toward the front
end. Anyone watching her at the moment would have seen a
tall, slim, well-built girl with ash-blonde hair. Her face
just missed being pretty, but was made arresting by habit
ually half-closed eyes which gave it an amused, whimsical
expression. It was her walk, however, that would, no
doubt, gain the most attention. It was the kind that many
girls have in mind when they practice walking with books
on their heads. Her movements were easy, graceful, and
were accentuated by an unconscious dignity of bearing that
was almost regal.
Agnes wasn’t going to join a boy-friend, she al
ways came unescorted. You couldn’t really say she was
immoral— she probably didn’t know exactly what the word meant.
She was just a girl from the wrong side of the tracks who

wanted to get a little fun out of life.

The Avalon offered 11

caught lts free bus ab nine o ’clock every
Saturday night, and paid thirty-five cents to get in its
I p l §||o| Wlth I host of other girls. Most of her actions
while there were centered on "making a pick-up" before the
dance was over.
Making a pick-up" was Avalon terminology for
the general idea of getting picked up by some fellow follow
ing a certain amount of angling. It was what occupied Agnes*
® m d as she came to a stop by the stag line.
She probed the dancers to see if any new boys had come
in while she had been in the lounge, and she probed with an
v; i n e ^
abmosb three years of experience. She had
started going to dance halls such as this when she was four
teen; she would be seventeen in a few months. Those three
years had taught her a lot; she could tell just about what a
boy was by the way he dressed and acted.
Guys in loud jackets or in their shirt sleeves or
sometimes one with long sideburns and a mustache, or one*in
a suit that looked kind of out of style----they were the guys
who came to the Avalon every Saturday night, or the same kind
of guys. They all danced jitterbug, and you could always
get picked up by one of them. They drove old second hand
crates, they’d take you out to some stinky little joint where
they watered the drinks, and where you danced to a .Niekelodion, and where you’d always see a lot more guys from the
Avalon. They’d buy you a few beers, maybe a hamburger, and
then they’d usually take you straight home----they couldn’t
afford to ride around much. You’d probably get necked or
pawed some, but if you laughed at them a little or said you
had a headache, they would ease up. You couldn’t be cold
with them, though; they would tell the rest of the guys, and
sometimes they were the best you could "make".
Then there were the "smoothies". They weren’t
part of the regular bunch at the Avalon, they just came out
off and on. They wore nice clothes, but they looked as
though they wore the same clothes every day. They never
danced fast or horsed around between dances. You could tell

.
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them best because they were always talking to a girl when
ever you saw them, and they seemed to have come alone*
They always fed you a big line about how good-looking you
were and stuff. If you let one pick you up, you rode
around for a while, and then you parked. You parked for a
long time, but sometimes it was better than watered beer.
But the kind of guys that you wanted to get
picked up by were the guys who lived in nice looking dumps
with lawns and trees, like those on 4th avenue. She always
called them "right guys". They came to the Avalon only
once in a blue moon; oh, sometimes the same ones would come
three or four times in a row, but then they wouldn’t come
again for a long time. Three or four of them always came
together, and they were usually a little tight. They always
looked clean; they had nice hair cuts; they wore nice suits;'
their shoes were always shined. They didn’t dance jitterbug,
just straight regular stuff; you could tell they were just
out for a good time. When they picked you up-— they always
drove nice new cars, you went to a nice joint, and they
would buy you Tom Collins, and Whiskey Cokes. They were
always polite to you, and you always had a darn good time
with them. If you were wit h the guy who drove the car, and
he took you home last, he probably wanted to play around.
You didn't mind, you were usually a little drunk, and he
had shown you a good time.
It was mostly these guys that she watched for as she
stood there by the stag line. She always stayed here by the
line when she wasn't dancirg instead of sitting along the
wall as most of the girls did. She had found that you stood
a better chance of making a pick-up, and you always had a
better time until you made a pick-up. She didn't just stand
around either. If she wanted to dance with some boy she
didn't know, she worked over to where he was, made sure that
he noticed her, and finally began talking to him. If he
didn't ask her to dance, she'd just ask him. She knew she
was a good dancer, everybody told her she was, the more guys
who knew it the better; besides, any guy liked to have a
girl notice him.

As she watched the crowd, she looked around for
1J
Vera and Betty. They were her two girl friends. They al
ways stayed out here by the line, and flirted with the boys
the same as she did, but she kind of ran things. If either
of them happened to get asked by some guy, especially if it
was one of the right guys, they found out if he was with a
bunch, and then they told him they would let him know the
next dance. Then they came to her, and showed her which guy
it was. She always looked the guy over, and tried to see
what guys he was with. If they looked like they could buy
plenty of drinks, she said, okay. But if she had lined up
something that looked better, the two other girls always
agreed to go with the bunch she had "made".

ended.

Vera came up beside her now, just as the dance
"Makin1 anything?" asked Agnes.

*Don’t seem to be much around," answered Vera,
"but I ’ve gone outside for a drink twice tonight, and didn’t
even have to neck.”
At that moment four- boys came in the door. Four
of the right guys, all laughing, and evidently somewhat tight.j
Agnes looked them over and patted her hair. She turned to
Vera.
"Get ahold of Betty and stick around. Here comes
somethingi" She indicated the approaching foursome.
Vera nodded and went to find Betty. Another dance
was just beginning. Agnes turned down two different boys who
asked her to dance, and watched the newcomers. The boy in
the lead was made to order. He was a short, stocky fellow
with a round, friendly face. He was probably the one with
the car, she’d work on him. yera and Betty could angle their
way with the others.
She waited till the boys got up to the stag line,
and then she moved over by the short stocky one. She waited
a moment, and then grinned at him.
•'Hi, Shorty," she said.
"Hi, good lookin’,” he grinned back.

"Want to dance 1

"You* 11 have to. buy me a bottle of coke first,” Sf||
Agnes retorted impishly.
"Okay," he agreed good-naturedly, ”but it had
better be worth it."
"It will, brother; yo u ’re talking to the best
dancer in this hall. C'monl" She grabbed him by the arm,
and they walked over to the lunch counter.
He ordered the pop, and while they waited, he said,
"What am I supposed to call you?"
"The first name’s Agnes."
"Mine’s Doc." The pop was set in front of them.
Agnes lifted her bottle and held it up towards him,
"Here’s mud in your eye, Doc." They both drank.
Agnes turned around and saw that Betty was talking to one of
the other boys who had come with Doc. Things ought to work
out. This Doc was an easy going sort, he was a little
greased, and you could tell he kinda liked her* She noticed
his good clothes, his plaid tie. She could see herself drink
ing Tom Collins’ already. There were only a couple of dances
left before the half hour intermission. That was the best
time to get picked up— she'd better clinch it. She finished
her pop.
But then Doc nodded toward the dance floor.
see if you’re as good as you say."
"You're the Doc," said Agnes,-wad
took his arm. They walked through the stag
for a moment by Doc’s one remaining friend,
dark boy about the same size as Doc. Agnes
and Betty were with the other two.

"Let’s

f&ggled. She
line, and stopped
a short, very
hoped that Vera

"They’ve sure got dangerous women at this place,
Joe," said Doc. Joe grinned at Agnes.
"I see what you mean, Doc," he said.

Agnes grinned

back.

Then she stuck a playful thumb in Joe’s ribs*
"You're gonna dance with me next time for that,

Shorty."
"Okay, Lanky," returned Joe.
their way onto the dance floor.

Agnes and Doc made

When Agnes danced with a guy she wanted to pick
her up, she made sure that he got the idea that if he did
pick her up he wouldn't get bored. She danced— well-intimat ely.
"Where is your girl tonight, Doc?"
step and answered.

He missed a

"What do you care, Beautiful?"
"Well, I just figure it's not right for a guy like
you to be without a girl."
"I'm beginning to think you're right.
suggestions?"

Got any

"Well— there’s a half hour intermission after the
next dance."
"How about lamming out someplace with us?"
Agnes smiled to herself. It was in the bag. She
didn't'answer right away, she appeared to be thinking it over.
Finally, she said, "I've got a couple of girl friends, and
I don’t like to run out on them."
"Bring ’em along. I'll talk to
the boys." The
dance ended, and they made their way back to the stag line.
"I'll fix it up with the boys and be back for you
right after this dance," Doc said.
"That's a go, mister.
the lunch counter."

We'll be waiting over by
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Doc turned away, and Agnes walked over to where
Betty was standing. She took the smaller girl’s arm.
"Well, Betts, the gals go out again tonight. Let’s get our
coats, they’re gonna meet us at the lunch counter after this
dance.”
Betty cracked her gum.
’’Vera’s dancing.” At that
moment Vera danced by. She gave the girls a questioning
glance. Agnes made a circle with her thumb and forefinger,
made a downward motion, and then pointed to the lunch counter.
Vera nodded. Agnes and Betty walked over, took their coats
and Vera’s from the hooks, and walked up the side of the
floor to the lunch counter.
Agnes noted the location of Doc and his bunch.
They seemed to be getting quite a kick out of something.
JSvery little while one of them would look over in their
direction. When that happened both she and Betty.tried to
look indifferent. The dance finally ended and Vera came up
and joined them. The crowd started to file for the door.
The girls waited. Presently, Doc made his way up to them.
Agnes shrugged into her coat, and stepped to meet him.
”W e ’re ready and a waitin', Doc,” she chirped.
Doc grinned..
"Okay, Beautiful.

Everything’s fixed.

Let's

blow."
Betty and Vera went first, and they all four
passed out the door. On the outside, cars were backing
noisily out of the parking spaces. The flash of their
lights revealed many more of the Avalon girls trooping
forth with newly found boy friends.
Doc grasped Agnes’ arm lightly.
"The crate's
right over here", he said, pointing to a large, shining,
gray car.
As they stopped by the auto, Agnes looked at the
front hub cap. Packard 81 Boy, they were really going to
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travel in style tonight
The three other boys got out of the car.
them asked, "Do you want me to drive, Doc?"

One of

"Okay, here’s the key."
Then Agnes and Doc, and Betty and Joe got in the
back. The other guy and Vera got in the front, and the car
sped out the gate and onto the highway.
Joe made the introductions, but Agnes didn’t even
try to listen to the names. Nobody ever could remember hers
anyway. It was Sibrolski. Vera and the guy in front seemed
to be having a good time. Betty started to sing, "The five
o ’clock whistle". Agnes joined her for a few bars.
"Hey, that sounds pretty good," said Joe.

gum.

Betty, who was sitting on his lap, cracked her
"Think so", she said, "I like to sing, don’t you?"

"Well sing something-- simple," grinned the
driver over his shoulder.
Doc had his arm around Agnes. He squirmed to a
more comfortable position and tried to kiss her. She
adroitly evaded him. "Ah, Ahi You have to buy me a drink
first."
"Say, you have to have a drink before you do any
thing, don’t you?" he queried.
"It’s bad luck to kiss a girl the first time you’re
out with her until you buy her a drink," countered Agnes.
"You sound superstitious."
"I am, but I can hardly wait till you buy that
drink, you big, strong, handsome, man, you."
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"I’m just as impatient as you are. Beautiful.
You’re beginning to get me."
"Where are we going to go?" asked the driver.
"Let’s start at Luigi’s," said the other guy in
the front. Start at Luigi'si They were going to have a
time tonight. Luigi’s was a nice joint.
It was quite crowded when they arrived, but they
managed to get a table. The boys helped the girls remove
their coats, and then a white jacketed waiter came to take
their orders. Agnes waited for Doc to order. He ordered a
gin fizz. She sighed inwardly and ordered a Torn Collins.
Gosh I Luigi’s name was inlaid right in the top of the
table; they must have made a few changes since she was here
last.
She glanced around, Yupl They'd made a few
changes all right. The booths on the
other side of the room had different colored leather on them
now. The dance floor was larger. Gee, that was a good band!
Their drinks came, and as Agnes sipped hers, she
looked at the two boys who had ridden in the front. The guy
with Vera wore glasses, and had a lot of gold on his teeth.
It waa almost a shock to her when she noticed the other boy.
God, he was good looking; funny she hadn't noticed that
before. She liked them dark like that. He looked up and met
her eyes. She concentrated on her drink, and felt herself
blush. That was funny, too, she hadn't blushed in a coon's
age. The guy in the glasses ordered another round of drinks,
and then Doc asked her to dance. The other two couples
followed suit, and that left the dark boy at the table alone.
While she was dancing her eyes kept returning to
the table. Jeez, that guy was handsome. Doc said something,
but she didn't hear it. He nudged her with his arm.
"Oh," she said, "what did you say?"
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"I said, ’do you still feel superstitious?’"
"Not now," she returned, rather absently. Damn,
it was sure funny how she had passed that guy up out at the
Avalon. H e ’d stick out like a sore thumb, any place.
The dance ended, and they returned to the table.
The dark guy stood up and waited until she and the other two
girls sat down. He made Agnes feel strangely shy. She drank
her drink quickly. What was the matter with her? Doc was
talking to Betty across the table. She glanced again at
the dark guy, and listened to his convers^tion with the guy
in the glasses to see if she could catch his name, but it
wasn*t mentioned. Joe asked her to dance.
They danced around the floor about three times,
then she said. "It’s too bad your friend hasn't got a girl."
"Oh, I don't know, he doesn’t go for girls much."
Agnes sucked her lower lip for a minute or so, and
then asked cautiously, "What did you say his name was?"
"It’s Shawn."
Shawn, that was a funny name. It seemed to fit him.
though. She and Joe returned to the table. Shawn and the
guy with the glasses weren’t there.
Agnes asked Vera what happened to her man as she
sat down. Vera answered that the two boys had gone up to
the crap table. Doc and Betty came from the dance floor
and sat down. Doc seemed to like her company. He ordered
more drinks, and kept on talking to her. They had still
another drink, and then Shawn and the other guy came back.
"Any luck?" asked Joe.
"Shawn won a buck," said the guy in the glasses.
"What do you say we move on?"
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"Okay,” said Doc; he got up a little unsteadily*
was getting stiff.

When they got out to the car, Vera and the guy
with the glasses got in the back with Joe and Betty, so
she and Doc got in front with Shawn, She didn’t feel shy
any more about Shawn; ehe was starting to feel those Tom
Collinses. Doc started to sing something about a made
moiselle* They rode for a while, and then Joe said he
thought they’d better take him home. Agnes looked in the
back seat; Vera and that other guy were sure going to
town. When they stopped and let Joe off, Doc got out, and
walked around to the other side of the car. He opened the
back door and said.
"Betty, here comes your old uncle Doc, a pinin’
for your company.”
The car started again. The guy with Vera must
have come up for air. He hollered, ”Hoorayi Now every
body’s got a girl, even Shawn.”
Shawn chuckled, and smiled at Agnes.
doing badly for myself either."

"I'm not

Agnes moved over a little closer to him.
two of u s , handsome,"

"There’s

They drove a few blocks, and then decided to go
back to Luigi’s. This time they got a booth, Shawn ordered
the drinks. After the drinks came, Agnes looked at him for
a full half minute through her half closed lids. Then:
"How about a dance, Handsome?"
"Okay, Aphrodite.

Doc says you're pretty good.”

They got up and went out to the dance floor. It
was a gooa swing tune. When his body first touched hers,
she felt a tingle start from the soles of her feet and wriggle
clear up to the top of her head. Whoooooi What a man! Then
she got another surprise. He was probably the best dancer

.
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she had ever been on a floor with. This was turning into
quite a night. She pulled her cheek back from his and
looked into his face.
"Why did you call me Aphrodite up there at the
booth?"
"Why did you call me, Handsome?" he shot back.
"Brother, you are handsome I
called you Handsome."

So that’s why I

"Well, I called you Aphrodite for somewhat the
same reason. Aphrodite was a Grecian goddess. You remind
me of a goddess; its your walk, I guess."
She said, "mmmmmm", and buried her face in his
neck. For a guy that didn’t go for girls he ladeled out a
pretty good line. After the dance, they went back to the
booth. The drinks seemed to be coming pretty fast. Then
she and Shawn danced again. This time it was a real slow
one.
They didn’t move very far. Goshi this guy was
dynamite. She tightened her arm around his neck and gave
herself u£ to strong emotion. Her heart beat like a trip
hammer against her ribs, her breathing shortened, she could
feel the strength of his arm around her waist*
She felt his lips near her ear.
"What are you
thinking about, Aphrodite?" he half whispered.
She couldn’t answer for a moment, then she said,
jerkily, "I think...... maybe if..,..,we better get out of
hereI"
They stopped dancing, but just stood for a moment
more. Then Shawn gently broke away, and they went back to
the booth. The four in the booth were just about pie-eyed.
After a little argument, they finally got them out of
Luigi’s and into the car.
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Shawn drove fast. They took Vera and the guy with the
glasses home first. Then Betty and Doc* Shawn told Doc he
would bring the car back after a while. Doc mumbled something
and stumbled up to his gate.
Then Shawn put his arm around
up to Boone Hill and parked. He pulled
her, but he jerked away— too quick. He
minute and then, said, "Shut your mouth
again* I don’t like them wet."

her, and they drove
her close, and kissed
looked at her for a
and w e ’ll try it

They tried it again. This time he kissed her the
way she wanted to be kissed. Her head went back*..back...back
Dawn wasn’t far away when they drew up in front of
the red, one story, frame apartment house where she lived.
This was the part she always hated. It meant Saturday night
was over, it meant coming home to this apartment house, es
pecially with a guy like Shawn. Sometimes when she came
home a little drunk like this, she told the boys about her
mother and father— how they hadn’t slept together for three
yearsf. They usually got quite a bang out of it. She didn’t
tell Shawn though.
She got out of the car and he came around to walk
up to the door with her. Halfway between her door and the
public sidewalk, she stopped and turned to him, "This is
as far as you better go, Shawn. We might wake my Dad and
he’d raise hell."
Shawn chuckled, and said, "Okay."
There was a pause. Then she said. "I had a swell
time tonight, Shawn. You can pick us up again next Saturday
night if you want to. She swayed toward him. "You better
kiss me Good Night."
He kissed her. Then he slapped her on the hip and
said, "Good Night, Aphrodite." He went back out to the car*

P.3*
Agnes said, "Good night," and watched him drive
away* Then she turned and walked slcwly up the path--Saturday night Cinderella*

THE DEAD, BARE BRANCHES

I felt it coming.. I knew it was coming.
I tried to say no to the fear of death.
I laughed.
Strong and healthy, that was what I called myself.
But it held me like a spider holds a fly, and
my mind ran up the thin strands of the silky web
Only to be caught and played with by the disease.
They said I had only two months in which to live.
I still tried to say no to the fear of death.
I laughed.
Strong and healthy, that was what I called myself.
But underneath I knew it was coming. For my weak
brain would soon break like a country wooden-bridge
during a storm and my thoughts and hopes for life
would flow down the raging torrent.
I know it has come. I have felt it coming.
I am saying no to the fear of death.
I laugh.
Contented and happy, that is what I call myself.
For I go peacefully along the wintry road and see
the dead, bare branches on the elms.
They will be alive again. So will I.
That is my consolation.

Vernon F. Spencer

S4-,
VERDANT YOUTH

SpringI
The roads are oozing in mud.
Earth is giving up the moisture
She has held in her frozen embrace.
Her hard countenance is melting
before the kiss of warm-lipped Apollo.
Dogs are running through the streets
with dirty paws, and fat-cheeked children
are patting mud pies with a worldly air
of satisfaction.
High above the hill a kite
is dipping and bowing in minuet with the wind.
And suddenly - I know youth againI
Old blood stirs with remembrance of other springs.
Feet stretch on toes as hands
reach out to stroke a gray pussy
reclining on its red-limbed willow.
Rejuvenation walks with April.
The old cast is torn aside
for breaths of soft cool air
pungent with the mossy smell
of earth...mine is the earth...
the sky...the spring...the joy of life.
1 am born again to the wonder of creation.
Eyes that have been closed before the cold cruel light
of winter’s snow are opened on a world of green tenderness.
I am the tiny sprout venturing through the warm earth;
I am the golden oriole watching the spring
come back to the apple tree;
I am the ant opening the mouth of its antizuated hill.
I am Spring and a part of all that is new.
And God is a part of meI
Helen McDonald

Number 4

By WALTER HOOK
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Mocassin shoes •
And ankle socks,
Grey-green eyes
And a smile that mocks.
Taffy hair
Blown back by the wind,
Face quite bare
Of any make-up
But the sun's.
How lightly she runs
In her mocassin shoes
And she wears red socks
And a smile that mocks.

Carol Linebarger
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Arthur M. Sanderson

At the end of this.menth young Americans will have
paid one million dollars for twelve million,.five hundred
thousand |funny books” purchased during February. Impression
able youngsters from eight to sixteen years old are reading
stories that for sheer violence and horror make the oldfashioned dime novels as insipid as hot water and milk are
to W. C. Fields. And for good measure, these modern thrillers
contain a large measure of sex, sadism, and torture. No
longer do the youngsters need to read their stories— a more
vivid and gruesome mind picture can be created. In an
actual example taken from one of the funny books, children
not only read of people being murdered and having their hands
chopped off, but they actually see Junior holding a box and
saying, ”Hm. Something leaking out. Must be ketchup, I
hope I” He opens the box and a pair of hands fall out, in
all their gory reality.
"Poisonous mushroom growth...ten million...sex
horror serials...every month...one million dollars taken
from American’s children... for graphic insanity.” No
wonder that’s the deep bellow of a book reviewer.
The present type of comics began in 1934 with
Famous Funnies, a reprint of comic strips from six to eight
years old, (new, of course, to the present generation).
Circulation shot up to the half million nark, or twice as
much as represented by better class magazines for children.
When the syndicates saw what was happening to Famous Funnies,
they countered with publications using their own comics,
among the first of which were Tip-Top Comics and Comics on
Parade.
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"Then," as one observer notes, "things began to happen on the newstands." New comic magazines blossomed over
night. Enthusiastic publishers entered original print orders
for 250,000 copies-— an unheard of thing in the juvenile field.
"Very shortly there were almost as many magazines
as available comic strips. Something had to be done. So new
original ideas were created. Supermen came into being,
characters whose actions were limited only by the imaginations
of their creators. Most of these new strips were not comic
at all; they were adventure or dime thrillers drawn in car
toon style.
"Then another change— a significant one— took place.
First, some of the pulp paper publishers started putting out
"comics" of their own— new cartoon-sfcyle magazines to replace
the narrative-style ones. Second, they began editing these
new comic magazines toward older readers, adding dashes of
sex, horror, and propaganda.
"The youngsters who had once read the pure comic
magazines now saw the new thriller type, bought them, read
them— and were no longer content with what ttey had been
reading.
"An independent survey taken in June, 1940, based
upon 20,000 advertising coupons clipped from forty-five to
fifty different comic magazines, including some of the most
objectionable, showed that the ages of the readers answer
ing a typical sort of advertising proposition were: Age ten
and under, 18 per cent; eleven, 11 per cent; twelve, 27 per
cent; thirteen, 17 per cent; fourteen, 14 per cent; fifteen,
11 per cent; sixteen, 2 per cent.
"Today a conservative estimate of the number of socalled comic magazines sold each month is 12,500,000. One
publisher, who owns seven of them, boasts that his combined
circulation-is over 1,000,000. Distributors’ figures indi
cate that one publication, a quarterly, sells 900,000."
Yet there is another side to this story. To two
psychiatrists, specialists in the mental troubles of chil-

dren, popular comic strips are ?airy tales dressed up in mod
ern fashion. Dr. Lauretta Bender and Dr. Reginald S. Lourie,
of Bellevue Hospital, New York University Medical School, and
the New York State Psychiatric Institute, say that in the old
fairy tales, the hero carried a wand with which he could achieve the impossible. Magic in the comics of today is ex
pressed in terms of fantastic elaborations of science with
all-powerful rays, cosmic waves, flames, mechanized forms of
transportation such as interplanetary traffic systems and socalled solar forces by which gravity is overcome.
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"The greater magic needed in modern folklore is due,"
say these psychiatrists in the American Journal of Orthopsy
chiatry, "to the greater dangers which assail society and the
individual and which are often obscure due to scientific per
fections, mechanized life, and group organizations."
Normal, well-balanced children, they assure, are
not upset by even the more horrible scenes in the comics as
long as the reason for the threat of torture is clear and the
issues are well stated. When a child is puzzled by ary lack
of clarity, Drs. Bender and Lourie urge that an adult talk
over the difficulty with him. This can be done* they reassure
you, whether or not the adult has read the comic.
"The kid brothers don’t mind the imaginative, but
they do dislike the irrelevant," Lovell Thompson writes in
to the Contributor’s Club in the Atlantic Monthly magazine.
"The trouble with the fairy books is that they are irrele
vant. Any kid can see that it takes more than a fairy god
mother to get you out of trouble in these days. A magic
carpet may have been O.K. when horseless carriages were a
wonder, but the only way to get clear of radio and televi
sion is by rocket ship.
"What has not been seen either by the angry bookreviewer or by the twenty million helpless parents is that a
new age of magic is upon us. Now that war comes graphically
into the living room by wired photo and by transcribed air
radio, now that the record can stick among the screams of
terrified other children, our children have done what man
has always done when forced by a sorrow too great for under-

standing— -they have turned to magic

tf
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II*
Let us look at some of these so-called "funny hooks".
Of fourteen examined by the writer, and picked at random from
the eighty-seven varieties which cluttered up the racks of a
small town newsdealer who "wished to Heaven" he didn’t "have
to sell the dad-blamed things", only two appeared to have
elements of reason and sanity in them, not to mention comic
elements. By "reason and sanity" is meant that the charac
ters behaved as human being should and were bound by the laws
of nature and gravity. One of these two is that of Terry and
the Pirates. Excellently drawn— the illustrator uses models
and authentic properties for his scenes— the book deals with
adventure and mystery in China. A clever plot and the normal
use of brains and wit by the characters to get themselves out
of dangerous situations makes the story full of suspense as
well as entirely plausible. For instance, the enemy is mov
ing in a night attack along a narrow trail cut in the side of
a canyon, yet they are picked off one by one by Terry's sharp
shooters. How is it done? Previously, Terry had placed a
lighted cancle in a cleft of the rock on the trail. That night
his men draw a bead on the light. When it goes off, an enemy
is crossing in front of it along the trail, the sharpshooter
pulls the trigger and presto I another villain bites the dust.
Entirely plausible; cleverly and simply done.
In contrast, how do the supermen handles their vil
lains? Take the daddy of them all, the original Superman
himself, in a typical scene taken from one of the funny books.
The villains are plotting the downfall of the United States,
(usually done by some wholesale method of destruction: high
explosives, gas, or spraying reservoirs with acid.) For
safety’s sake and to avoid the prying eyes of Superman, who
alone of anyone in the United States is able to cope with
them, they have their hideout three miles deep in a volcano.
But Superman’s amazing X-ray eyes peirce through the three
miles of bubbling lava and the three-foot steel walls which
surround the hideout. Taking a medium-sized breath, the
mightly man dives through the lava, punches a hole through
the steel with a brawny fist and stands in their amazed pre-

sence. "Sorry to do this, boys," he says pleasantly as he
socks one and tosses the other two a few miles away through
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the air.
This type of super-epic comics is common. There
is the usual master-mind villain plotting the overthrow of
the United States. Sometimes they get as far as-bombing
New York.
(The unfortunate citizens of that great city have
been laid low innumerable times in the magazine strips —
strangulation, poisoning, burning, etc., being among the more
pleasant forms of death). But in the nick of time a figure
streaks across the sky, and Superman — or the Bat Man, or
the Green Hornet, or the Minute Man, e t c . -- arrives on the
job. Impervious to bullets, fire or water, he halts the
attack. Then by a ruse he is captured, bound and gagged.
(Usually his sweetheart never knows that her hero is a
dual character, the weakling in her presence who when she
isn’t looking whips off his coat and whisks on a mask and
red underwear or a fancy shirt and cape and flies out of the
tenth story window to confront the villains at their secret
rendezvous). But the Mighty Muscle Man, -wiio stops bullets,
bombshells and ten-ton weights merely by swelling out his
chest, is stopped by a few turns of homp twisted around his
feet and hands. Just as he is about to be burned alive —
or fed to the sharks, or decapitated by a n axe, or eaten by
scorpions, or drowned in boiling acid — he breaks his bonds,
confounds his amazed enemies, flies back into his room on
the tenth story, does a quick-change job into his regular
clothes. ("I must hurry before she recognizes me as Super
man" . . or
theBat Man, or the Green Hornet, or the Minute
Man, etc).
New York is saved again. The girl turns round
with a sigh
and asks him why he can’t be brave and strong
like other men.
End of story. Start again in next comic
book and repeat same.
A brief resume of the partial contents of typical
"funny books" will acquaint the reader with their style and
allow him to judge for himself the value of this type of lit
erature.
(The writer had not the courage to look into such
types as Weird Comies, or Super-Fantastic Funnies, but the
above mentioned magazines are believed to be typical of the
average.)
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The title page of the first book examined bears
the following inscription: "Streaking thru the air, immune
to all metals, walking thru walls, these and other super
natural gifts are Allan Scott’s, to use thru the medium of
his own will power, when he wears the potent ring made of
part of an ancient Green Lantern...a ring that must touch
this lantern once every twenty-four hours to retain its
potency...with this ling he becomes a scourge of all evil...
becomes known as the Green Lantern!!"
The Green Lantern foils the city mayor (of New
York, doubtless), and his gang of construction swindlers.
He saves a new bridge from collapsing. "With a prayer on
his lips the Green Lantern bathes the crack in a ray of
blazing light from his potent ring!
" TI ’ve got to concentrate my will power!’ he
says. ’Hold, for heaven’s sake, hold!!’ he cries.
(The
bridge holds.) He drops wearily to the ground.
’That took
every bit of strength in me. It was the toughest thing I
ever did.’ "
The literary style is quaint. Impressionable
young minds read the following:
"We thought he wuz you in
disguise!" ... "Ya dopes! y a ’ve been took ini Slug ’im,
quick!" ... "Sure!" (sock! wham!! pow!!!)
"tsk, tsk!
he sure took us in."
Another story deals with The Phantom Falcons (or,
The Peri 1o m Escape from the Train of Death!) In it the boys
aid a Frenchman by warning a group of loyal Frenchmen in a
Paris sewer that the Germans are coming to trap them. They
are trapped, and gunfire ensues. The Allies escape, and by
turning a valve, let water gush into the sewer. "From all
sides the pipes gush until the Germans are hopelessly trapped
"Good," says Paul, the hero. "The enemy is van
quished." Later they find their airdrome "ringed with Nazis"
"Good," says Paul, the hero, again. "We’ll just
wade through 'em." And they do. The Nazis fold up. "Hal
Look at ’em." Just libs a lob of fried herrings!"
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In tie last two illustrations the hoys blow up
a chemical plant in Germany and fly home to England.
Sample narration of another strip:
"You filthy
rati This time you’ll pay for your treachery!i" ... "You
hard-headed hellion!! I tried to explain, but this seems
to be the only language you can understand!!" Then the
'•iron knuckles of the accused man explode in Walker’s
face, and he s i m p s to the floor". More sock, wham, pow.
(By the writer’s actual count in the fourteen comic books,
this is sock #272.)
In Grease Monkey, the lad blunders around an
airfield socking German spies, pilots, and saboteurs right
and left. "Liddle svinei" (sock) "I’ve been waiting fer
this, yuh no good varmint!" (wham!)
"Club my pardner,
will yuh, yuh low, sneakin’ rattlesnake!"
(pow!l) Socks
#273, 274, and 275, respectively.
Here’s another book: Captain Battle and his
junior partner, Bale, search for the Konoor diamond from
not only one end of the earth to the other, but also in
the earth and above the earth. They battle Orientals in
the city, foil skeletons and demons in the Sargasso Sea,
rescue fair maidens who are boiling in. a pot preparatory to
being served up as stew to hungry cannibals. ("Yum, yumi
Soon eat!")
"Ohh— it’s scalding! If only Captain Battle were
here," cries the fair maiden”. Suddenly Captain Battle is
here. He and junior, who fly through the air with the great
est of ease, pick up the pots, stewing maidens and all, and
fly off with them.
In the next chapter, they are in the ruins of an
ancient dead city. The place is thick with ghosts, tigers,
apes, monsters the size of battleships, vampire bats, and
giant spiders. They escape from an erupting volcano with
the girl. "We're safe!" ... "And w e ’re the only living
creatures to get out alive".
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In the following two chapters, they battle giants
and become involved in the magic spell of the Arabian nights,
respectively.
The two remaining stories deal with one Harland
Holland, master detective in a wham-sock-pow ("Some wallopI
boy! ..my jawi") and a unique character called Dr. Horror.
The reader will have to look at illustrations
of Dr. Horror for himself, because he won't believe any
written description. "Banshees howl and witches chortle
with glee as out of the cauldron of terror rises the wicked
est, most horrible creature ever to walk on the face' of the
earth....DR. HORROR...the spawn of evil." This "demoniacal
scourge hurls his powers of destruction out onto humanity!
Catastrophes...disasters...calamities run riot. DR. HORROR
IS LOOSE!"
(poor New York gets it in the neck again!)
In the end. Dr. Horror, spawn of evil, "is swept
into the swirling embrace of the molton lava", but as the
swirling flames lick around his body he predicts:
"Hear
me..oh sisters of fear and powers of darkness that are no
more!! You shall be avenged! I swear it! I shall not be
destroyed! Never!! Nev-- EEEEEeeeeeeeel!i
THE END.
And so, dear reader, turn the pages of the next
funny book you pick up and feast your eyes on some lovely
gory pictures; think of millions of impressionable children
avidly reading twelve and a half million similar books every
month. With these cheerful thoughts in mind, - - - - - - - -
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In this issue we introduce comments on the scribes.

**I want to write publicity, to travel,” says Vernon F.
Spencer, senior in journalism. Part of his life has been
spent in Minnesota, part in Montana. He was editor of
junior college paper, president of French club in Minnesota,
and then worked a year as publicity manager for the Berger
Amusement Company of Minneapolis and three summers as pub
licity manager of the Birchmont Hotel Company in Minnesota..
Frequent Kaimin by-lines might indicate the realization of
the publicity ambition.

Jim Kelly has been writing in one form or another all
his life, but he intends to write only as a sideline. An
education major, he graduates this spring. Diffident about
publication, apathetic to interview, to quote— "he remains
on a pedestal."
♦♦♦♦
Sentinel editor, George Luening doesn’t write as a
sideline. Another journalism major, he wants to write when
he finishes the job sneering ahead of him as second lieu
tenant in the reserve corps--- Born in Hardin, Montana, he
lostt his mother viien he was two and a half, was sent to an
uncle with whom he lived until he "set fire to his rather
pretentious home." The next six years George spent in an
orphanage. Frequently during summers he has worked in
Yellowstone Park to enable him to attend the University.

Mrs. Mary B. Clapp has lived in Boston, Canada, Butte,
Victoria, B.C., Arizona, and for 21 years, in Missoula.
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Catholic World has recently accepted her sketch of an old
parish priest, "Cor ad Cor Loquitor (Heart Speaks to Heart)."
Her only published volume of poetry, "And Then Re-MoId It,"
was a sell-out in 1929, the year it appeared in Frontier.
****
And poetry interests Maiy Foot only as a sideline or
hobby, not as a life work. She was born on a farm near
Kalispell which she says is "the most beautiful place in the
United States." Her major is sociology and upon graduation
she hopes to go into the social work field* Outside acti
vities are debate and campus congress.
♦♦♦♦

Art Sanderson has had the varied career of a newspaper
man and a minister. He was born in London and chalked up
80,000 miles of tr.avel before his sixth birthday. Preaches
at Philipsburg at the Methodist Church on Sundays....One
time editor of Missoula High School Konah, two years editor
of Columbia Falls Review when he was nineteen and twenty,
editor of an eight-page mimeograph sheet at Big Hole Basin,
once published a cookbook of "unoriginal recipes."
****

Carol Linebarger is a transfer from Northern Montana
College. She wants a job as registrar in a small college
where she would also write publicity...Expects to teach for
a while...Daughter of a newspaper man, she worked on N.M.C.
paper, won a creative writing prize for the most and best
writing of 1941 at N.M.C.
****

Receiving most of her inspiration from hunting and fish
ing trips, Helen MacDonald’s most valuable possession is a
16-gauge automatic Browning shotgun. She regards bagging two
Canadian geese as her greatest hunting accomplishment. Any
thing connected with wild life has a great fascination for
Helen. Although she has been writing most of her life, she says
that the only material reward she ever gained was a calendar as
a prize for a Christmas story written in the sixth grade. Helen
MacDonald wants to continue writing mainly as a means of selfexpression and not for monetary gain.

